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Tunable graphene bandgap opens

nanoelectronic opportunities

The lack of a bandgap, or energy range, on

two-dimensional crystalline carbon, or graphene,

has limited the outlook for the material with

respect to electronic applications.

Nanoparticle films make for flexibility

Nanoparticles typically exhibit low cohesion,

making their use in thin films problematic.

Scientists at Vanderbilt University have found a

way of fabricating all-nanoparticle thin films that

do not easily disintegrate, making them suitable

for a wider range of applications than was

previously the case [Hasan, et al., Chemical

Communications 2009 25 3723].

Book review: The physical chemistry of

materials

This book presents methods for synthesizing

and characterizing adsorbents, ion exchangers,

ionic conductors, heterogeneous catalysts, and

permeable porous materials.

Faster smarter sensors

In military and security situations, a split second

can make the difference between life and death.

Graphene at home with defects

A team of researchers at the University of South

Florida (USF) created a new defect that just

might be a solution to a growing challenge in the

development of future electronic devices. [Lahiri

et al., Nature Nanotech., (2010),

doi:10.1038/nnano.2010.53 Letter.]
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Sun, Luigi Colombo, and Andrea C. Ferrari

Ferrari et al. review the state of the art of

graphene preparation, production, placement and

handling.

Graphene is at the center of an ever growing research effort due to its

unique properties, interesting for both fundamental science and

applications. A key requirement for applications is the development of

industrial-scale, reliable, inexpensive production processes. Here we

review the state of the art of graphene preparation, production, placement

and handling. Graphene is just the first of a new class of two dimensional

materials, derived from layered bulk crystals. Most of the approaches

used for graphene can be extended to these crystals, accelerating their

journey towards applications.
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